is at least as smooth as f, i n a n y of a wide variety of smoothness measures.
Introduction
In the recent w a v elets literature one often encounters the term De-Noising, describing in an informal way v arious schemes which attempt to reject noise by damping or thresholding in the wavelet domain. For example, in the special \Wavelets" issue of IEEE Trans. Information Theory, articles by Mallat and Hwang (1992) , and by Simoncelli, Freeman, Adelson, and Heeger (1992) use this term; at the Toulouse Conference on Wavelets and Applications, June 1992, it was used in oral communications by Coifman, by Mallat, and by Wickerhauser. The more prosaic term \noise reduction" has been used by Lu et al. (1992) .
We propose here a formal interpretation of the term \De-Noising" and show h o w w a v elet transforms may be used to optimally \De-Noise" in this interpretation. Moreover, this \De-Noising" property signals near-complete success in an area where many previous non-wavelets methods have met only partial success.
Suppose we wish to recover an unknown function f on [0; 1] from noisy data d i = f(t i ) + z i i= 0 ; : : : ; n 1 (1.1) where t i = i=n, z i iid N(0; 1) is a Gaussian white noise, and is a noise level.
Our interpretation of the term \De-Noising"is that one's goal is to optimize the mean-squared error n 1 Ekf fk 2 2 n = n 1 n 1 X i=0 E(f(i=n) f(i=n)) 2 : (1.2) subject to the side condition that with high probability;f is at least as smooth as f: (1.3) Our rationale for the side condition (1.3) is this: many statistical techniques simply optimize the mean-squared error. This demands a tradeo between bias and variance which k eeps the two terms of about the same order of magnitude. As a result, estimates which are optimal from a meansquared error point of view exhibit considerable, undesirable, noise-induced structures { \ripples", \blips", and oscillations. Such noise-induced oscillations may give rise to interpretational diculties. Geophysical studies of the Core-Mantle Boundary and Astronomical studies of the Cosmic Microwave Background are two examples where one is tempted to interpret blips and bumps in reconstructed functions as scientically signicant structure (Stark, 1992) . Reconstruction methods should therefore be carefully designed to avoid spurious oscillations. Demanding that the reconstruction not oscillate essentially more than the true underlying function leads directly to (1.3) .
Is it possible to satisfy the two criteria (1.2)-(1.3)? Donoho and Johnstone (1992a) have proposed a very simple thresholding procedure for recovering functions from noisy data. In the present context it has three steps:
(1) Apply the interval-adapted pyramidal ltering algorithm of Cohen, Daubechies, Jawerth and Vial (1992) ( [CDJV] ) to the measured data (d i = p n), obtaining empirical wavelet coecients (e I ).
(2) Apply the soft thresholding nonlinearity t (y) = sgn(y)(jyj t ) + coordinatewise to the empirical wavelet coecients with specially-chosen threshold t n = q 2 log(n) 1 = p n, 1 a constant dened in section 6.2 below. (3) Invert the pyramid ltering, recovering (f n )(t i ), i = 0 ; : : : ; n 1. [DJ92a] gave examples showing that this approach provides better visual quality than procedures based on mean-squared error alone; they called the method VisuShrink in reference to the good visual quality of reconstruction obtained by the simple \shrinkage" of wavelet coecients. In [DJ92b] they proved that, in addition to the good visual quality, the estimator has an optimality property with respect to mean squared error for estimating functions of unknown smoothness at a point.
In this article, we will show that two phenomena hold in considerable generality:
[Smooth] With high probability,f n is at least as smooth as f, with smoothness measured by a n y of a wide range of smoothness measures.
[Adapt]f n achieves almost the minimax mean square error over every one of a wide range of smoothness classes, including many classes where traditional linear estimators do not achieve the minimax rate.
In short, we h a v e a De-Noising method, in a more precise interpretation of the term De-Noising than we g a v e a b o v e.
To [25, 29, 18, 16, 17] . Each of these classes has a norm k k B 1] , so that > 1 =p, and for which the wavelet basis is an unconditional basis, so that < min(R; D).
We n o w give a precise result concerning [Smooth] . Theorem 1.1 (Smoothing) Let (f n (t i )) n 1 i=0 be the vector of estimated function values produced by the algorithm (1)-(3). There exists a special smooth interpolation of these values producing a functionf n (t) on [0; 1]. This function is, with probability tending to 1, at least as smooth as f, in the following sense. There a r e universal constants ( n ) with n ! 1 as n = 2 j 1 ! 1 , and constants C 1 (F; )depending on the function space F[0; 1] 2 S and on the wavelet basis, but not on n or f, so that P r o b n kf n k F C 1 k f k F 8F 2 S o n : (1.4) In words,f n is, with overwhelming probability, simultaneously as smooth as f in every smoothness space F taken from the scale S.
Property (1.4) is a strong way o f s a ying that the reconstruction is noisefree. Indeed, as k0k F = 0, the theorem requires that if f is the zero function f(t) 0 8t 2 [0; 1] then, with probability at least n ,f n is also the zero function . In contrast, other methods of reconstruction have the character that if the true function is 0, the reconstruction is (however slightly) oscillating and bumpy as a consequence of the noise in the observations. De-Noising, with high probability, rejects pure noise completely.
This \noise-free" property is not usual even for wavelet estimators. Our experience with wavelet estimators designed only for mean-squared error optimality is that even when reconstructing a very smooth function they exhibit annoying \blips"; see pictures in [DJ92d] . In fact no result like Theorem 1.1 holds for those estimators; and we view Theorem 1.1 as a mathematical statement of the visual superiority o f f n . F or scientic purposes like those referred to in connection with the Core Mantle Boundary and the Cosmic Microwave background, this freedom from artifacts may be important.
We In words,f n is simultaneously within a logarithmic factor of minimax over every Besov, H older, Sobolev, and Triebel class that is contained i n C [0; 1] and satises 1 p < < min(R; D). No currently known approach to adaptive smoothing (besides wavelet thresholding) is able to give a n ything nearly as successful, in terms of being nearly minimax over such a wide range of smoothness classes. In the discussion section below, we describe the considerable eorts of many researchers to obtain adaptive minimaxity, and describe the limitations of known nonwavelet methods. In general, existing non-wavelet methods achieve success over a limited range of the balls F C arising in the scale S (basically L 2 Sobolev balls only), by relatively complicated means. In contrast,f n is very simple to construct and to analyze, and is within logarithmic factors of optimal, for every ball F C arising in the scale S. A t the same time, because of [Smooth]f n does not exhibit the annoying blips and ripples exhibited by existing attempts at adaptive minimaxity.
This paper therefore gives strong theoretical support to the empirical claims for wavelet De-Noising cited in the rst paragraph. Moreover, the theoretical advantages are really due to the wavelet basis. No similarly broad adaptivity is possible by using thresholding or other nonlinearities in the Fourier basis [9] . Hence we h a v e a success story for wavelets.
The paper to follow proves the above results by an abstract approach i n sections 2-6 below. The abstract approach sets up a problem of estimating a sequence in white Gaussian noise and relates this to a problem of optimal recovery in deterministic noise.
In the optimal recovery model, soft thresholding has a unique role to play vis-a-vis abstract versions of properties [Smooth] and [Adapt] . Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 show that soft thresholding has a special optimality enjoyed by n o other nonlinearity. These simple, exact results in the optimal recovery model furnish approximate results in the statistical estimation model in section 4, because statistical estimation is in some sense approximately the same as an optimal recovery model, after a recalibration of noise levels (Compare also Donoho(1989) , Donoho (1991) ). In establishing rigorous results, we make decisive use of the notions of Oracle in Donoho and Johnstone (1992a) and their oracle inequality.
We use properties of wavelet expansions described in Sections 5 and 6 to transfer the solution to the abstract sequence problem to the problem of estimating functions on the interval.
In Section 7, we give a renement of Theorem 1.2 which shows that the logarithmic factor in (1.5) can be improved to log(n) r whenever the minimax risk is of order n r , 0 < r < 1.
In Section 8, we show h o w the abstract approach easily yields results for noisy observations obtained by s c hemes dierent than (1.1). For example, the approach adapts easily to higher dimensions and to sampling operators which compute area averages rather than point samples.
In Section 9 we describe other work on adaptive smoothing, and possible renements.
An Abstract De-Noising Model
Our proof of Theorems 1.1-1.2 has two components, one dealing with statistical decision theory, the other dealing with wavelet bases and their properties. The statistical theory focuses on the following Abstract De-Noising Model.
We start with an index set I n of cardinality n, and we observe y I = I + z I ; I 2 I n ; [31, 41] ). Suppose we h a v e an index set I (not necessarily nite), an object ( I ) o f i n terest, and observations y I = I + u I ; I 2 I :
Here > 0 is a known noise level and (u I ) i s a n uisance term known only to satisfy ju I j 1 j I I j j I j : (3.6) In addition, the triangle inequality gives j I I j 2 :
Hence under (3.1) j I I j min(j I j; 2):
Squaring and summing across I 2 I gives (3.5).
The performance measure M ( ; ) is near-optimal in the following minimax sense. Let be a set of possible 's (an abstract smoothness class) and dene the minimax error
This is the smallest the error can be for any estimator, uniformly over all 2 .
It turns out that the error of approaches this minimum for a wide class of . which is (3.10).
To establish (3.11), we rst consider a special problem, let 1 To apply this, note that the problem of recovering when it could be any element of and (y I ) a n y v ector satisfying (3.1) is no easier that the special problem of recovering when it is surely either 1 As this is true for every vector 1 2 , we h a v e (3.11). 2
The soft threshold rule is uniquely optimal among rules satisfying the uniform shrinkage property (3.3). This motivates us to act as if (2.1) were an instance of the deterministic model (3.1), with noise level n = p 2 log n . Accordingly, w e denê I n = tn (y I ); I 2 I n ; (4.2) where t n = n . If the noise in (2.1) really were deterministic and of size bounded by t n , the optimal recovery theory of section 3 would be the natural estimator to apply. We n o w show that the rule is also a solution for the problem of section 2. Proof. Let E n denote the event fkzk`1 n q 2 log(n)g. Note that on the event E n , (2.1) is an instance of (3.1) with = n , and u I z I , I 2 I n .
Hence by Theorem 3.1, E n ) j I n j j I j 8 I 2 I n ;
for all 2 R n . By denition P(E n ) = n . 2 .
W e n o w turn to the performance criterion (2.2). We will study the size of the mean-squared error M n (;) = E k k 2 M( n ; )(2 log(n) + 1)( 2 + 2 : 22M n ()) 2 :
(4.4) Hence n is uniformly within the same factor 4:44 log(n) of minimax for every solid orthosymmetric set.
The proof goes in two stages. In the rst, we develop a lower bound on the minimax risk. In the second, we show that the lower bound can be nearly attained.
Consider the following \ideal" procedure (for more on the concept of ideal procedures, see [DJ92a]). We consider the family of estimators f S : S I n g indexed by subsets S of I n and dened by ( S (y)) I = 8 < :
We suppose available to us an oracle which selects from among these estimators the one with smallest mean-squared error:
T(y;()) (y):
Note that T is not a statistic, because it depends on side information () provided by the oracle. Nevertheless, it is interesting to measure its performance for comparative purposes. Now Ek S k 2 2 n = P I2S We i n terpret (4.6), with the aid of (4.5), to say that no estimator can signicantly outperform the ideal, non-realizable procedure T(y;()) uniformly over any solid orthosymmetric set. Hence, it is a good idea to try to do as well as T(y;()). Donoho and Johnstone (1992a) have shown that n = ( t n ( y I )) comes surprisingly close to the performance of T(y;()) equipped with an oracle. They give the following bound: Suppose that the (y I ) are jointly normally distributed, with mean ( I ) and marginal noise variance V a r ( y I j ( I )) 2 for j = j 1 ; j 1 1 ; : : : ; j 0 + 1, producing a sequence of n = 2 j 1 coecients (( j 0 ; ); ( j 0 ; ); ( j 0 +1; ); : : : ; ( j 1 1 ; )): The transformation U j 0 ;j 1 mapping ( j 1 ; ) i n to this sequence is a real orthogonal transformation.
For computational work, one does not have access to integrals ( j;k ), and so one can not calculate the theoretical wavelet transform. One notes that (for k away from the boundary) ' j 1 ;k has integral 2 j 1 =2 and that it is concentrated near k=2 j 1 . And one substitutes instead samples: b j 1 ;k = n 1=2 f(k=n) k = 0 ; : : : ; n 1 : One applies a preconditioning transformation P D b = ( j 1 ; ), aecting only the D+1v alues at each end of the segment ( b j 1 ;k ) 2 j 1 1 k=0 . Then one applies the algorithm of [CDJV] , to ( j 1 ; ) in place of ( j 1 ; ) producing not theoretical wavelet coecients but what we call empirical wavelet coecients:
(( j 0 ; ); ( j 0 ; );( j 0 +1; ); : : : ; ( j 1 1 ; )): Rather than worry about issues like \how closely do the empirical wavelet coecients of samples (f(k=n)) approximate the corresponding theoretical wavelet coecients of f", we prefer to regard these coecients as the exact coecients of f in an expansion closely related to the orthonormal wavelets expansion, but not identical to it.
In Donoho (1992) we go to some trouble to describe this non-orthogonal transform and to prove the following result. (4) The rst n basis functions are n e arly orthogonal with respect to the sampling measure: with hf;gi n =n 1 P n 1 k=0 f(k=n)g(k=n), and kf gk n the corresponding seminorm, 0 k n k`2 n k f k n 1 k n k 2 n ; the constants of equivalence do not depend on n or f. is an equivalent norm to the norm of B p;q [0; 1] if s = + 1 = 2 1 =p, with constants of equivalence that do not depend on n, but which may depend on p; q, j 0 and the wavelet basis. Parallel statements hold for Triebel-Lizorkin spaces F p;q with 1=p < < min(R; D).
In short, the empirical coecients are in fact the rst n coecients of f in a special expansion. The expansion is not a wavelet expansion, as the functions j;k are not all dilates and translates of a nite list of special functions. However, the functions have compact support and M-th order smoothness and so borrowing terminology of Frazier & Jawerth they are \smooth molecules".
Main Results
We rst give some notation. Let W n denote the transform operator of Theorem 5.1, so that = W n f i s a v ector of countable length containing ( j 0 ;k ), ( j 0 +1; ) and so on: We n o w describe two k ey properties of W n n .
Smoothing and Sampling
The rst key property o f W n n is that it is a contraction of smoothness classes.
Let E n n denote the extension operator which pads an n-vector n out to a v ector with countably many e n tries by appending zeros. We h a v e, trivially, that kE n n k b p;q k k b p;q (6.1) and kE n n k f p;q k k f p;q : (6. 2) More generally, let n be an n-vector which is elementwise smaller than n = W n n f. Then kE n n k b p;q k E n n k b p;q k k b p;q (6.3) and kE n n k f p;q k E n n k f p;q k k f p;q : (6.4) This simple observation has the following consequence. Given n which is elementwise smaller than n , construct a function on [0; 1] by zero extension and inversion of the transform:
In wordsf n is that object whose rst n coecients agree with n , and all other coecients are zero.
The functionf n is in a natural sense at least as smooth as f. kf n k F p;q C(; p ; q ) k f k F p;q ; where C does not depend on n or f. Hence any method of shrinking the coecients of f, producing a vector j I j j I j ; I 2 I n ; produces a functionf n possessing whatever smoothness the original object f possessed.
Quasi-Orthogonality
The second key property o f W n n is quasi-orthogonality. The orthogonality o f the pyramid operator U j 0 ;j 1 gives us immediately the quasi-parseval relation k(P D S n )(f g)k`2 n = kW n n f W n n gk`2 n ; (6.5) relating the sampling norm to an empirical wavelet coecient norm. The preconditioning operator P D is block-diagonal with 3 blocks. The main block i s an identity operator acting on samples D < k < 2 j D 1. The upper left corner block i s a D + 1 D + 1 i n v ertible matrix which does not depend on n; the same is true for the lower right corner block. Let 0 and 1 denote the smallest and largest singular values of these corner blocks. Then 0 kW n n (f g)k`2 n k S n ( f g ) k 2 n 1 k W n n ( f g ) k 2 n : (6.6) Hence, with constants of equivalence that do not depend on n, kS n f S n gk`2 n k W n n f W n n g k 2 n This has the following stochastic counterpart. If (z i ) n 1 i=0 is a standard Hence, from the concrete observations (1.1) we can produce abstract observations (2.1) by adding noise to the empirical wavelet transform.
We m a y also go in the other direction: from abstract observations (2.1) we can generate concrete observations ( Armed with these observations, we can prove our main results.
6.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let ( 1 z I ) be the white noise gotten by inating (z I ) as described above. Let A n denote the subset of R n dened by fx : kxk`1 n < 1 q 2 log(n)g. B y (4.1) the event E n = f(y I (W n n f) I ) I 2 A n g; has probability P(E n ) n .
(e I ) I2In be the n empirical wavelet coecients produced as described in the introduction. Let n be the soft threshold estimator applied to these data with threshold t n = q 2 log(n) 1 = p n. Then because ( 1 z I ) arises by inating (z I ), we h a v e P (( 1 z I ) 2 A n ) = P ((z I + w I ) 2 A n ):
Now z I is a Gaussian random vector. A n is a centrosymmetric convex set. Hence by Anderson's Theorem (Anderson, 1956 , Theorem 2) P((z I + w I ) I 2 A n ) P((z I ) I 2 A n ):
We conclude that the event E n = f(e I (W n n f) I ) I 2 A n g; has probability P(Ẽ n ) = P ((z I ) I 2 A n ) n :
Letf n be the smooth interpolantf n = W 1 n E n n . By Theorem 5.1, part [5] kf n k B p;q is equivalent to the sequence-space norm kE n n k b p;q , with constants of equivalence which do not depend on n; similarly for kfk B Now w e turn to a lower bound. Let F C be a given functional ball taken from the scales of spaces S. Let n denote the collection of all = W n f arising from an f 2 F C . By Theorem 5.1, there is a solid orthosymmetric set 0 and 0 ; 1 independent o f n so that Comparing this display with the upper bound (6.13) gives the desired result (1.7).
Asymptotic Renement
Under additional conditions, we can improve the inequality (1.5) asymptotically, replacing the log(n) factor by a factor of order log(n) r , for some r 2 (0; 1). Theorem 7. The proof is based on a renement of the oracle inequality. Roughly the idea is: if, equipped with an oracle, one can achieve the rate n r , then using simple thresholding, one can achieve the rate log(n) r n r . Since with an oracle we can achieve the minimax rate, simple thresholding gets us within a log(n) r factor of minimaxity.
We rst study the asymptotic behavior of the oracle function P I min( with constants independent of the dimensionality of the index set. Let now n abstract observations (2.1) be given, where the (z I ) I2In make a standard white noise, Then from (7.2) we know that we can attain 2r risk behavior with the help of an oracle. Donoho and Johnstone (1992b) give a renement of the oracle inequality (4.7) over weak` balls. Suppose we h a v e a collection n which e m beds in a weak` ball: supfkk w` : 2 n g B:
They give a sequence of constants n;r 2 log(n) so that with abstract observations (2.1) and soft threshold estimator n dened as in section 4, Ek n k 2 2 n ( n;r ) r ( 2 + B 2r ) 2 :
(7.4) This inequality and the equivalence of N r with weak` says that, when an oracle would achieve rate 2r , simple thresholding will attain, to within log(n) r factors, the same performance as an oracle.
To apply these results, let (y I ) be abstract observations produced from empirical wavelet coecients by the ination trick of section 6.2, so that = 1 = p n. Note that the collection F C of functions f with kfk B p;q C has wavelet coecients = W n f satisfying kk b p;q C 0 with C 0 = BCand B independent o f n . Dene the Besov body p;q (C 0 ) = f : k k b p;q C 0 g. Then simple calculations show that p;q (C 0 ) e m beds in w` for = 2 = (2 + 1): supfkk w` : 2 p;q g A C 0 ; (7.5) for some constant A > 0. So if we take the sequence of nite-dimensional bodies n dened by the rst n-wavelet coecients n of objects 2 p;q , supfk n k w` n : n 2 n g A C 0 ; 8 n:
(7.6) Combining the pieces, n 1 Ekf n fk 2 2 n 1 Ek n k 2 2 n 1 ( n;r ) r ( 2 + ( A B C ) 2 r ) C 00 (log(n)=n) r ; n 2 j 0 :
Hence, n 1 Ekf n fk 2 2 n C 00 (log(n)=n) r ; n = 2 j 1 ;k f k B p;q C:
This is the upper bound we seek. Fo r a l o w er bound, we essentially want t o s h o w that there are sequences in p;q where even with an oracle we can not achieve faster than an n r rate of convergence. In detail we use the hypercube bound of Lemma 4.3. Let j(; p ; q ; C ) be the largest integer less than f j 1 = 2+log 2 (C=( 0 ))g. F or all suciently large n = 2 j 1 , j 0 < j < j 1 . Let j() be the hypercube consisting of those sequences having, for nonzero coecients only the coecients j ;k , these coecients having size in absolute value. This hypercube embeds in the set n introduced above. Hence the problem of estimating n from data y I with n known to lie in n is at least as hard as the problem of estimating n known to lie in the hypercube. The risk of this hypercube is, by (4.6), at least Comparing the upper bound from earlier with the lower bound gives Theorem 7.1.
Other Settings
The abstract approach easily gives results in other settings. One simply constructs an appropriate W n and shows that it has the properties required of it in section 6, and then repeats the abstract logic of sections 6 and 7.
We make this explicit. To set up the abstract approach, we begin with a sampling operator S n , dened for all functions in a domain D (a function space). We assume we h a v e n noisy observations of the form (perhaps after normalization) b j;k = ( S n f ) k + p n z k where k runs through an index set K, and (z k ) is a white noise. We h a v e a n empirical transform of these data, based on an orthogonal pyramid operator and a pre-conditioning operator (e I ) = U P b:
This corresponds to a transform of noiseless data W n n f = ( U P S n ) f:
Finally, there is a theoretical transform W n such that the coecients = W n f allow a reconstruction of f: f = W 1 n ; f 2 D ; the sense in which equality holds depending on D. To turn these abstract ingredients into a result about de-noising, we need to establish three crucial facts about W n n and W n . First, that the two transforms agree in the rst n places:
(8.1) Second, that with 0 and 1 independent o f n , 0 k W n n ( f g ) k 2 n k S n ( f g ) k 2 n 1 k W n n ( f g ) k 2 n f;g2 D :(8.2) Third, we set up a scale S of function spaces F, with each F a subset of D. Each F must have a norm equivalent to a sequence space norm, c 0 kfk F k W n f k f c 1 k f k F ; 8 f 2 F :
Here the corresponding sequence space norm kk f must depend only on the absolute values of the coecients in the argument (orthosymmetry), and the constants of equivalence must be independent o f n . Whenever this abstract framework is established, we can abstractly DeNoise, as follows [A1] Apply the pyramid operator to preconditioned, normalized samples (b k ) giving n empirical wavelet coecients.
[A2] Using the constant 1 from the (8.2), dene 1 = 1 = p n. Apply a soft-threshold with threshold level t n = 1 q 2 log(n), getting shrunken coecients n .
[A3] Extend these coecients by zeros, getting, n = E n n and invert the wavelet transform, producingf n = W 1 n n . The net result is a De-Noising method. Indeed, (8.1), (8.2) , and (8.3) allow u s t o p r o v e, by the logic of sections 6 and 7, Theorems paralleling Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In these parallel Theorems the text is changed to refer to the appropriate sampling operator S n , the appropriate domain D, function scale S, and the measure of performance is EkS n (f f)k 2 2 n . In some instances, setting up the abstract framework and the detailed properties (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) is very straightforward, or at least not very dierent from the interval case we h a v e already discussed. In other cases, setting up the abstract framework requires honest work. We mention briey two examples where there is little work to be done, and, at greater length, a third example, where work is required.
Data Observed on the Circle. Suppose that we h a v e data at points eq- jsupp(~ j;k )j C 2 j .
(4) The rst n basis functions are n e arly orthogonal with respect to the sampling measure. With hf;gi n =n 1 P k2K j 1 AveffjQ(k)gAvefgjQ(k)g, and kf gk n the corresponding seminorm, 0 k n k`2 n k f k n 1 k n k 2 n ; the constants of equivalence do not depend on n or f. In words,f n is simultaneously within a logarithmic factor of minimax over every Besov, H older, Sobolev, and Triebel class in a broad scale. Also, the logarithmic factor can be improved t o log(n) r whenever the minimax risk is of order n r , 0 < r < 1 .
The proofs? Theorem 8.1 gives us the three key conclusions (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) . Once these have been given, everything that is said in the proofs of sections 6 and 7 carries through line-by-line. 2 
Discussion

Improvements and Generalizations
For asymptotic purposes, we suspect that we m a y follow Donoho and Johnstone (1992a) and act as if the empirical wavelet transform is an`2 isometry, and hence that we m a y set thresholds using 1 = 1 . H o w ever, to prove that this simpler algorithm works would get us out of the nice abstract model, so we stick with a more complicated algorithm about which the proofs are natural.
In fact nothing requires that we use orthogonal wavelets of compact support. Biorthogonal systems were designed by Cohen, Daubechies, and Feauveau (1990), with pyramid ltering operators obeying 0 I U T j 0 ;j 1 U j 0 ;j 1 1 I, the constants i independent o f j 1 > j 0 . The interval-adapted versions of these operators will work just as well as orthogonal bases for everything discussed in sections 6 and 7 above.
For solving inverse problems such a s n umerical dierentiation and circular deconvolution, biorthogonal decomposition of the forward operator as in Donoho (1992a) puts us exactly in the setting for thresholding with biorthogonal systems { only with heteroscedastic noise. For such settings, one employs a level-dependent threshold and gets minimaxity to within a logarithmic term simultaneously over a broad scale of spaces.
Much of what we h a v e said concerning the optimality of soft thresholding with repect to`2 n loss carries over to other loss functions, such a s L p , Besov, and Triebel losses. All that is required is that wavelets provide unconditional bases for the normed linear space associated with the norm. The treatment is, however, much more involved. We hope to describe the general result elsewhere.
We h a v e proved an optimality of soft thresholding for the optimal recovery model (Theorem 3.3). In view of the parallelism between Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, and between Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, it seems plausible that there might be a result in the statistical estimation model parallelling Theorem 3.3.
Previous Adaptive Smoothing Work
A considerable literature has arisen in the last two decades describing procedures which are nearly minimax, in the sense that the ratio of the worst-case risk like (1.5) to minimax risk (1.6) is not large. If all that we care about is attaining the minimax bound for a single specic ball F C , a great deal is known. For example, over certain L 2 Sobolev balls, special spline smoothers, with appropriate smoothness penalty terms chosen based on F C are asymptotically minimax [36, 35] ; over certain H older balls, Kernel methods with appropriate bandwidth, chosen with knowledge of F C are nearly minimax [40] ; and it is known that no such linear methods can be nearly minimax over certain L p Sobolev balls, p < 2 [33, 12] . However, nonlinear methods, such as the nonparametric method of maximum likelihood, are able to behave in a near-minimax way for L p Sobolev balls [32, 19] , but they require solution of a general n-dimensional nonlinear programming problem in general. For general Besov o r T riebel balls, wavelet shrinkage estimators which are nearly minimax may be constructed using thresholding of wavelet coecients with resolution level-dependent thresholds [DJ92c].
If we w ant a single method which is nearly minimax over all balls in a broad scale, the situation is more complicated. In all the results about individual balls, the exact fashion in which k ernels, bandwidths, spline penalizations, nonlinear programs, thresholds etc. depend on the assumed function space ball F C is rather complicated. There exists a literature in which these parameters are adjusted based on principles like cross-validation [42, 43, 22, 26] . Such adjustment allows to attain near-minimax behavior across restricted scales of functions. For example, special orthogonal series procedures with adaptively chosen windows attain minimax behavior over a scale of L 2 Sobolev balls automatically [15, 20, 34] . Unfortunately, such methods, based ultimately on linear procedures, are not able to attain nearminimax behavior over L p Sobolev balls; they exceed the minimax risk by factors growing like n ;p , where (; p )>0 whenever p < 2 ([DJ92d]).
The only method we are aware of which oers near-minimaxity o v er all spaces F 2 S is a wavelet methods, with adaptively chosen thresholds based on the use of Stein's Unbiased Risk Estimate. This attains performance within a constant factor of minimax over every space F 2 S ; see [DJ92d] .
From a purely mean-squared error point of view, this is better thanf n by logarithmic factors. However, the method lacks the smoothing property (1.1) and the method of adaptation and the method of proof are both more technical than what we h a v e seen here.
Thresholding in Density Estimation
G erard Kerkyacharian and Dominique Picard of Universit e d e P aris VII, have used wavelet thresholding in the estimation of a probability density f from observations X 1 , : : : ,X n i.i.d. f. There are many parallels with regression estimation. See [24, 23] .
In a presentation at the Institute of Mathematical Statistics Annual meeting in Boston, August 1992, discussed the use in density estimation of a hard thresholding criterion based on thresholding the coecients at level j by const p j, and reported that this procedure was near minimax for a wide range of density estimation problems. Owing to the connection of density estimation with the white noise model of our sections 2 and 4, our results may be viewed as providing a partial explanation of this phenomenon.
Which bumps are \true bumps"?
Bernard Silverman (1983) found that if one uses a kernel method for estimating a density and smooths a \little more" than one would smooth for the purposes of optimizing mean-squared error, (here \little more" means with a bandwidth inated by a factor logarithmic in sample size), then the bumps one sees are all \true" bumps rather \noise-induced" bumps. Our approach may be viewed as an abstraction of this type of question. We nd that in order to avoid the presence of \false bumps" in the wavelet transform, which could spoil the smoothness properties of the reconstructed object, one must smooth a \little more" than what would be optimal from the point of view of mean-squared error.
